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Abstract

  In [18], Pandharipande and Thomag introduced the notion of stable pairs on
Calabi-Yau 3-folds and constructed the counting invariant of them. Conjecturally

such invariant is equivalent to Donaldson-Thomas invariants and Gromov-Witten
invariants via generating functions. In this article, we give a transformation formula

of generating series of invariants counting stable pairs under flops. N)Ve use wall-

crossing formula in the derived category.

1 Curve counting on Calabi-Yau 3-folds

Let X be a smooth projective Calabi-Yau 3-fold over ÅqC, i.e. there is a now'here vanish-

ing holomorphic 3-form on X. We are interested in the curve counting theories on X.
There are three such theories, called Gromov-VYiitten (GW) theory, Donaldson-Thomas
(DT) theory, and Pandharipande-Thomas (PT) theory. Conjecturally these tbheories are
equivaleBt in terms of generating functions. Let us recall these theories.

   For g ) O and 6 E H2(X,Z), the GMI-invariant Ng,p is defined by the integrat•ion of
the virtiual class,
                           Ng'6 == Z[iif,(x,p)]vir 1 E (Q)'

w•here Mg(X,,6) is the moduli stack of stable maps f: C . X with g(C) = g and
f. [C] =: 6. W'e consider the following generating series,

GW(X) -=
   /
exp C2
   Ng,P#O

Ng,fiA29-2vfi

For n E Z and P E H2(X,Z), }et I.(X,6) be the Hilbert scheme of 1-dimensional
schemes Z c X satisfying
                            [Z] - 6, ALt(Oz) == n.

The obstruct,ion theory on I.(X,6) is obtained by viewing it as a moduli space of i
sheaves, (cf. [21],) and the DT-invariant I.,B is defined by

sub-

deal

I"'fi = 1[i.(xp)]sir 1 E Z
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Th暗generatingfunction of the reduced DT-theory is 

DT(X）口2ンηβqηuβ／乞Iη，oqn

The theory of sti:弘hiepairs and their counting invariants are inもroducedand studied by 

Pandhari1蹴
th日ory.By definition, a stαble pair i日data(F, s), 

s: Oxー→ F,

wh母reF is a pure one dimensional sheaf on X, and s is a morphism with a zero dimensional 
cokernel. Forβε H2(X, Z) and n E Z, the modt必叩舵eof stable pairs (F, s) with 

[F］＝β， χ（F）出向，

is construct.eel in [18トdenotedby凡（X，β）.The obstruction theory on凡（X，β）is ob-
tained by viewing stable p総 s(F, s) as two term complexes, 

・ー→ 0…→ Ox二→ F 。ー→・・・． 、、，，ノ1i
 

（
 

Here the degree of Ox is -1 and the degree of Fis 0. The PT-invα1'iant Pn,/3 is defined 
by 

九βロム川1E Z. 

The corresponding generating function is 

PT(X) ＝乞Pn，め1β
η，β 

The series GW(X), DT(X~ and PT(X) are conjecturally equal after suitable variable 
change. In order to state this, we needもhefollowing conjecture, called rationαlity con,jec-
tu re. 

Conjecture 1.1. [16, Conjecture 2], [18, Conjecture 3.2] For a fixedβ，the gener-
ating seri白

DT11(X) = L ln,M"(lンn,oqn, PTβ（X) ＝乞凡，/1qn,
nEZ nEZ nEZ 

αre L仰 rentexpansio附 ofrational functions of q, invariαnt under q ~ 1/q. 

The above conjecture is solved for DT11(X) when X is a toric local Calabi-Yau 3・
fold [16], and for PT 11(X) w加 /3is an irreducible curve class [19]. Now we c郡山知 the
conj暗cturalGW-DT附 PT-correspondences.

Conjecture 1.2. [16, Conjecture 3], [18, Conjecture 3.3] Aβer the Uα門αblechange 

qニーがぺ wehαve 
GW(X) = DT(X) = PT(X). 

The vαriable chaぉgeq ＝一εzλ iswell-defined by Conjecture 1.1. 
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Note that ideal sheaves I C Ox are objects in Db(X), where Db(X) is the bounded 
derived category of coherent sheaves on X. We can also interpret stable pairs (F, s) 
as objects in Db(X) by viewi時 them剖 twoterm complexe日（1). As discussed in [18, 
Secction 3], the equality DT(X) = PT(X) should be inter抑制収ias a wall-crossing fom川a
for counting invariants in the category Db(X). Our purpo自のおもointerp削 PT-invariant制

counting “stable”objects in the derived category with respecもtosome stability condition 
on Db(X), and study PT(X) via wall-crossi碍 phenomenain the derived categorテ

2 瓦1otivations

Before stating our result, we give a rough sketch of our motivation. Let V be a triangulated 
category, e.g. bounded derived category of coherent sheav側 ρb(X)on an algebraic variety 
X. Its objects consist of bounded complexes of coherent日heaveふ

・叶F→p+l→・・・→ p →O叶・・・，

where pεCoh(X). Historically such a class of categories w拙 introducedto formulate 
the generalization of several duality theori田舎 suchas Poincare duality, Serre duality. 
(cf. !2], [6].) On the other hand, the notion of tria碍 ulatedcategories draw訟 uchattention 
recently from the vi号wpointof sもringtheory. In terms of stringもbeory,an object in the 
derived caもegoryof coherent sheaves is considered to represent a D-brane of type B, and a 

conjectural symmetry (Home山gicalmirror symmetry) between the category of A-bran es 
(Fukaya category) and B削 bran明（derivedcategory) is proposed by Kontsevich [13]. 

In 2002, an important notion of stability conditions on triangulated categories was irト

tr吋 ucedby Bridgeland [4］.仙ratria時 ulatedcategory V, he拙日ociatesasp田 eStab(Zフ），
which has a structure of complex manifold. So we have the following correspondence, 

triangulated category一→ complexmanifold 

There are several motivations to introduce the complex manifold Stab(V). 

• Classicallyもhereis a notion of stability condition on vector bundles on curves. 
(cf. [17].) We want to generalize this notion to objects in derived categories. For 
出 chσεStab(Zフ）， there is取締ociatednotion ofσ哨 mist.ableobjects in V. So 
each point σεStab(V) gives a generalization of the classical notion of stability 
condition. In terms of日tringtheory, a-semistable objects are considered to be the 
D-branes of BPS働 state.

• The space Stab(V) is considered to describe the (extended) stringy Kiil山rmoduli 
space, which should be isomorphic to the moduli sp舵 eof complex structures on the 
mirror side. Thus it is an interesti時 problemto co叫 >arethe space Stab(V) with 
the moduli space of the complex structures under mirror symmetry. 

Since the th邸主yof stめilitycondiもionson triangulated categories has been proposed 
recently, the theory is not so developed yet. One of the big issues is the existence problem 
of stability conditions, especially on the derived category of coherent sheaves on projective 
Calabi-Yau 3・folds.We will address this problem later. 
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Conjecturally the object日（1)are stable with respect to a certain stability condition 
on Db(X). Note that an object E given in (1) satisfies tl問 followingcondition, 

ch(E) = (-1,0,/1,n）εH0 EB H2 EB H4φH6, detE =Ox, (2) 

Under the above background, we suggest the following story. 

• For a projective Calabi-Y1船 3-foldXラ leもV= Db(X). We expect thatもhereare 
stability conditionsσ，TE Stめ（'D)such that ideal sheaves Ic[l] and objects (1) 
become stable with respect toσ，T respectively. 

• We expect that for anyσεStab(V), there is the al酔braicmoduli stack of小

semistable objects EE V with fixed phase and satぬか（2).We denote that moduli 
stack M （叫 β，n

the gerb overん（X,/'.))or 凡（X，β）

・＼Veexpect that there is the generalized Donaldson“Thom制 invariant,

DTn,f3（σ）εQ, 

counting a-ser沿stableobjects EξD satisfying (2）.。九β（σ）should be defined as 
the integr以ionof the “logarithm＇’of the moduli stack M （ーはβ咋σ）in the Hall al-

gebra of V, after multiplying Behre吋’sweight function [I]. This procedure (expect 
m 此iplicationof weight function) follows from Joyce’日開quentworks [9], [10], [11], 
[11], [12]. It should be po日目ibleto use the motivic milnor fiber idea of Kontsevich－・0

Soibelman [14] to involve weight function into Joyce’日 invariants.A particular choice 
ofσyields DTn,{3 （付加 In，βorP,，，β・HoweverDTn,{3（σ） give new invariants by de蜘

forming σ． 

• We want to know how ρTn,f3（σ） varies under change ofσ. In principle, there is 
a wall and chamber structure on Stab(V) so that DTn,f3（σ） does not change ifσ 
deforms in a chamber. However if a crosses a wall, then the i部 紅ia滋 DTn,f3（σ）
jumps and its difference should be expressed in terms of the structure of the Ringeト
Hall Lie algebra associated to V. Thus we should have the wall-cr・ossingformula of 

the invariants DTn,{3（σ）． 

• Applying the wall-cro自由i時 formulaof DT,,,f3（σ）， we expect that several properties 
or equalities of the generating functions of sheaf counting乱rerealized. For instance, 
DT-PT corresponder附［18],DT-NCDT corresponde刑。［20],flop formula of DT刷

invariar出［7],and the rationality conjecture of the generating functions of DT or 
PT-invariants should be explained by wall-crossi時 formula.(cf. [22].) 

At this moment, there are several technical difficulties to realize the above story. One of 

them is to find stability conditions, which will b号 discussedin the next section. 
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3 Stability conditions 

First let us give the definition of stability conditions introduced in [4]. 

Definition 3.1. A stability condition on a triangulated category V consists of data 
σ＝ (Z,A), where A 亡 Dis the heart of a bounded t-structure on V, and Z is a group 

homomorphism, 

Z: K(V）→ C, 

which satisfies the following axiom. 

• For a non-zero object OヂEε A,we have 

Z(E）ε日：＝ {rexp(iπゆ） Io＜φ三1,r > O}. 

Especially one can choose the argument arg Z(E）ε （0，π］ uniq田 ly. An object 
EεA  is said to be Z-(semi)stable if for any non-zero object F亡 E,one h剖

arg Z(F）三（<) arg Z(E). 

• There is a Harder-Narasimhan property, i.e. any EE A admits a filtration 

0 = Eo亡 EiC二・・・に E札 ＝E、

such that each Fi= Ei/Ei 1 is Z-semistable with argZ(F;) > argZ(Fi+1). 

Here we give some examples. 

Example 3.2. (i) Let D ニ Db(C)for a smooth projective curve C, and Z: K(C）→ C 

be 

Z(E) = -deg(E) + rk(E) ・ i. 

Then the pair (Z,Coh(C)) determines a stability condition on V. In this case, an object 

EεCoh( C) is Z-semistable if and only if it is a semistable sheaf in the sense of [17]. 
(ii) Let A be a finite dimensional k-algebra with k a field, and V = Db(A) where 

A = mod A is the abelian category of白nitelygenerated right A-modules. Then there is 

a finite number of simple objects 81，・・・ 、SNε A which generates A. One can choose 

Z: K(A）→ C such that Z(S；） εlHI for all l壬i三N.Then the pair (Z,A) determines 
a stability condition on V. 

So far, the spaces Stab(V) for several V have been studied in detail. For instance, 

see [5], [15], [8], [23]. On the other hand, the following problem has been a big issue in 
studying stability conditions. 

Problem 3.3. Givenαtriangulated cαtegory V, do we hαりean example ofαstαbility 

condition on V, i.e. Stab(V）ヂ0?
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The above problem is non-trivial especially for the C酪 eD = Db(X), where X is a 

smooth projective variety with dim X ::=: 2. In thiぉcase,one can日howthat there i日no

stability condition (Z, A) with A 口 Coh(X). As an analogue ofおxample3.2 (i), one 

might try to construct Z to be the group homomorphism 

Z(E）ローc1(E）・以十点（E)・ i, 

for札日xedample divisor w. However the pair (Z, Coh(X)) does not give a stability 

condition since Z([Ox]) = 0 for a closed point x E X. When dim X ニ 2,the examples 

of stability conditions are constructed by tilting the abelian category Coh(X), (cf. [5].) 
However we do not know any example of stability conditions when dim X ::=: 3, except the 
C硝 ethat there is a derived equivalence Db(X）竺 Db(A)for a finite dime部 ionalalgebra 

A. (e.g. X = lP'3.) 
From the viewpoint of mirror symmetry, the most important c拙 eis when X is a 

proj配 tiveCalabi-Yau与fold.In this c乱se,there are some ideas coming from string theory. 

Let A(X)c be the complexified ample cone, 

A(X)c := {B十ωε H2(X，む） I w is ample }. 

Let Zcs,w): K(X）吋 Cbe 

Z(B,w)(E) je刊

We can state the following conjecture. 

Conjecture 3.4. For w》 0,there should exist the heαrt ofαbounded ふstructureA(B,w) C 
Db(X) such that the pαirσ（B,w) = (Z(B,w)> A(B,w)) is a stαbil均 conditionon Db(X). 

The above conjectur・eholds tI・ueif dim X壬2.

4 Stability conditions on D仏D2-D6bound states 

Let Coh日（X)be 

Coh::;1(X) :={EE Coh(X) I dimSupp(E）三 1}.

Inst問 dof working with Db(X), we日t吋

Vx = (Ox,Coh日（X))trC Db(X). 

Here for a set of objects SこDb(X),we denote by (S)tr the smallest tria時計atedsubc以－

egory of Db(X), which contains S. We also denote by (S)ex the smallest extension closed 
subc乱tegoryof Db(X), which contains S. We have the followi時 lemma,whose proof will 

be appear in [24]. 

Lemma 4.1. There isαbounded t-structure on Dx, whose heαrt Ax satisfies 

Ax口（Ox[1], Coh::;i (X)). 
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Let A(X).c be the complexified ample cone, 

A(X)ic := {B + iwεH2(X, q I w is ample. }. 

For a following data, 

sε~＜o, t E A(X).c, uε日，

we define a map 

z＜山 i:K(Vx）→ c, 
as 

Z(s,t,u)(E) = sch3(E) + tch2(E) -ucho(E). 

We have the followi時， whichwill be appear in [24]. 

Lemma 4.2. The pair (Z（叫包l,Ax) determines poi仰 inStab(Vx). In pαrticular Stab(Vx）ヂ。
We have the following embedding, 

Ux ：＝~く0 × A(X)c × lHl c Stab(Vx ). 

The following result will be proved in [24]. 

Theorem 4.3. (i) Forσε Ux, there is the αlgebraic mod叫 stαckof舟t山 type

M ＜一同

which pαrameterizesσ－semistαble objects Eε Ax with 

ch(E) = (-1,0,jj, T仏 det(E)=Ox. 

作i)Suppose thαtu ε~＜O forσ＝ (s, t, u). For U 《 0,we hαve 

M ＜ー1,0，β川）（σ）= [Pn(X,jj)/GmJ, 

where Gmαcお onPn(X,!3) t門viαllν．

5 Flop formula 

Applying Theorem 4.3 and wall-crossing formula developed by Joyce [12], Kontsevich・

Soibelman [14], we can study how generating series of invariants counting stable pairs 

transform under自ops. Instead of working with PT(X), let us consider the generating 
series, 

下T(X)＝乞χ（Pn(X，β）)qnvf3. 
n，β 

The series PT(X) is closely related to PT(X) in the following sense. 

• Suppose that凡（X，β）is smooth and connected. Then we have 

九，β＝(-l)dimPn(X,/3）χ（凡（X,jj)).
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・Ingeneral, there is a constructible function u：凡（X，β）→ Z,constructed by 
Behre凶［1],such that 

η
 

χ
 

n
 

Z
叫

凡

Let us consider a diagram of flop of Calabi・Yau3・folds,

入／イ
In this situation, Bridgeland [3] showed the eq凶valenceof derived categories, 

φ：Db(x＋） ム Db(X).

It is easy to see thatφr佃 trictsto the equivalence, 

φ：'Dx÷ニ→'Dx,

hence we have the isomorphism, 

私： Stab('Dx÷）三今 Stab('Dx). 

We have the following. (cf. [24].) 

Lemma 5.1. We hαve 
φ.fix+ n fixヂ0.

The above lemma implies that we can relate stability conditions relevant to stable 
pairs on X to those on x+. Let PT(X/Y) be the s山 series

PT(X/Y) = L x出 （X,[:J))qnvf3. 

免，f.β＝0

Applyi時 wall-crossingformula by Joyce [12], from a point in Ux to弘Ux+,we obtain 
the following. (cf. [24].) 

Theorem 5.2. Under th配αbo開 situαtion,we hαve 

PT(X) 1 PT(X+) 

PT(X/Y) 門下T(X+/Y）’

PT(X/Y) = i o払PT(x+/Y). 

Here thε槌 riablechange is払｛β，η）= (</>.{:J, n) and i（β＇n）口｛一β，n).

We can apply Joyce’s wall暢 crossingformula of counting invariants. Unfortunaもelywe 
are unable to involve Behrend’s constructible function into Joyce’s work, so our application 
is restricted to Euler number of version of the relevant moduli spaces at this moment. 
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